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Nike SB Dunk
Earlier this month [url=http://www.justget-it.com/]nike roshe run yeezy 2 white black[/url] we saw a special Nike SB
Dunk Low for team rider Ishod Wair, and now it looks like he� s got another thin-tongued on the way. Apparently a
fan of the traditional Dunk tongue instead of the puffed-up SB version, the former Skater of the Year has also
switched things up with his second � signature� Dunk Low of the season. This time instead of the more colorful
blue, white, and red colorway, Ishod opts for a more neutral approach constructed with a black suede base and
Light Graphite accents in a textured, griptape-like treatment. Preview the second Nike SB Dunk Low Pro IW here,
and expect them any time now at select stockists.

The final week of 2015 is here and the Sneaker News staff has spent the last few weeks mulling over the best that
each brand and category had to offer. For the first time in year, the sneaker world wasn� t dominated by
Beaverton, but Nike still pushed forward with some new footwear products that blended the brand� s penchant for
innovation and rich history. In addition to Nike, we will be exploring the � best of� every
[url=http://www.justget-it.com/nike-roshe-run-c-1/nike-roshe-run-yeezy-2-c-1_12/]nike roshe run yeezy 2 sale[/url]
other major brand, category, and industry headlines, so enjoy our selection for the best new Nike sneakers of the
year (in no specific order) and let us know if you agree with our choices.

Where would� ve Lebron went to college had he actually opted to be a one-and-done like all prep players have to
by NBA rules today? He� s been on record saying a
[url=http://www.justget-it.com/nike-roshe-run-c-1/nike-roshe-run-yeezy-2-c-1_12/]nike roshe run yeezy 2 release
date[/url] number of schools, from his hometown Akron University and Ohio State, to college powerhouses like
Syracuse (where he dreamt of playing with buddy Carmelo) and under the guidance of Coach K and Duke. It isn�
t a coincidence that most of these schools are blessed with LeBron exclusives on a yearly basis, and today we� re
getting a first look at Ohio State� s Nike LeBron 13 PE. The Scarlet and Grey is represented through more Grey
than anything, as a unique gradient fades from a light silver on the toe to a black by the Posite ankle and heel
support system. It� s a look we� ve seen on the Doernbecher Lebron 13s, and it really makes the accents of
Scarlet on the Swoosh, shank, and Dynamic Flywire pop.
[url=http://www.justget-it.com/nike-roshe-run-c-1/nike-roshe-run-yeezy-2-c-1_12/]nike roshe run yeezy 2 price[/url]
Be on the lookout for this pair throughout OSU� s regular season and let us 0000 know if you� re a fan of these
LeBron 13 exclusives in the comments section.

How can you make an iconic cross-trainer relevant today? It� s simple. You add suede, nubuck, and speckled
midsoles. Think about it � every sneakerhead nowadays appreciates any of these three elements on a shoe,
especially suede, so, why not include all three? Over the last two years, we� ve seen many color combinations
grace the canvas of this silhouette, but never with a split colored three panel effect or perforated line uppers. What
are your thoughts on the Nike Air Trainer 3� s modern lifestyle makeover? Procure your pair now at select Nike
Sportswear retailers.

The Nike Sock Dart was one of the best Nike Sportswear retros of last year as it hit a sweet spot between the Nike
Air Presto and reminded everyone that it was the precursor to the Flyknit running models that gain so much traction
today. Hiroshi Fujiwara� s cosign through his fragment design collaborations only helped matters as the limited
quantities went on to make this slip-on silhouette a surprisingly sought after model. 2016 will see more of the Sock
Dart with three simple new colorways arriving this Spring. A navy shade that� s nearly identical to one of the
fragment collaborative effort hits retailers in a general release. A crisp red and subtle Wolf Grey will debut as well.
Check out a full look below and stay tuned for release details in the near future.

Ishod Wair� s � Rethunk Dunk� , as Nike SB is calling it, arrives in its third colorway with this upcoming version
in University Red. As we� ve already covered wi
[url=http://www.justget-it.com/nike-roshe-run-c-1/nike-roshe-run-yeezy-2-c-1_12/]nike roshe run yeezy 2 online[/url]
th the blue and black colorways, Ishod� s custom Dunk Low construction features a return to the � skinny�
tongue without all the padding stuffed in that many skaters actually don� t prefer, but there� s another less
obvious update. The shoe also comes equipped with skate-specific articulated sockliners for a more flexible range
of motion creating better board feel. In this bold yet simple and clean colorway of University Red suede with white
accents and a gum outsole, the third Dunk Low IW is arriving now at overseas Ni
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[url=http://www.justget-it.com/nike-roshe-run-c-1/nike-roshe-run-yeezy-2-c-1_12/]nike roshe run yeezy 2 for
sale[/url] ke SB suppliers and can be expected in the US soon.
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